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With the continuous development of modern society, modern people live a
busy life. Various open spaces are convenient for us to work, socialize and
study. However, there are various voices in the process. These voices are one
of the factors that affect something we are doing. In this case, it is particularly
important to have a quiet and private space.
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Product parameters

S：1000mm*1000mm*2300mm
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Internal configuration

Colorful colors bring vitality to work and life. The telephone booth
provides a quiet and private space with remarkable sound insulation
effect, which allows you to speak freely. There is a small table board
inside, which can place the objects in your hand; it is equipped with
power supply, lighting and fan one key switch; the white board
provides the recording function to communicate at any time and
record at any time.
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Product parameters

M：1500mm*1200mm*2300mm
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Internal configuration

Model M single room is equipped with conference door plate, which
can set the use state, so that people are not disturbed; it is equipped
with power supply, lighting and fan one key switch, which can place
the writing board and white board of notebook for easy reading and
recording; the hook can be used to place coat and carry on bag, and
the interior is equipped with bar chair, which is more comfortable to
use. The single room can be used as reading room, study room, violin
room and personal rest room.
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Product parameters

L：2200mm*1500mm*2300mm
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Internal configuration

The L-type negotiation room is equipped with conference door plate,
which can set the use state to avoid disturbance; it is equipped with
one key switch of power supply, lighting and fan; the display
(equipped with intelligent conference system or education system) is
convenient for negotiation, meeting and education. When the
interior does not need to be equipped with conference and
education functions, it can be used as piano room, equipment room,
lounge, etc.
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Model L quiet room can be
used as an exercise room for
training.

H
U
SL model quiet room can also

be used as a rest room, spare
time with friends to share time.
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Product parameters

XL：2200mm*2100mm*2300mm



HUSH
XL type negotiation room is equipped with conference door plate,
which can set the use status to avoid disturbance; it is equipped with
one key switch of power supply, lighting and fan; the display
(equipped with intelligent conference system or education system) is
convenient for negotiation and training. The interior can be
equipped with edu ship type lifting table, edu double column lifting
display (or whiteboard), etc., which is convenient for meeting and
education and training; it can also be equipped with leisure sofa and
tea table as an independent and quiet communication space.

Internal configuration
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With door plate on the outside,
the display is installed on the
wall, which can be lifted up
and down; the interior is
equipSped with lifting bar chair
and edu boat type lifting table.

The door plate is provided on
the outside, and the lift bar
chair, edu boat type lifting
table and edu double column
lifting display (or white board)
are equipped inside.
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It has a doorplate on the
outside, a lift bar chair, an edu
boat type lifting table and a
fixed display on the desktop.

Outside with the door plate,
internal configuration monitor,
sofa (with pillow), Ruiz tea
table.
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Color configuration
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NY1-001 NY1-003 NY1-004

NB1-002 NB1-003 NB1-004

VCS-022

VID-030S

VCS-019 VCS-023

NY2-001 NY2-002 NY2-004 NY2-005

NB1-015


